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About the Student and Family Advocate Community of Practice 
There is a crisis in Ontario’s education system.   For decades, Black students have been over-
represented in suspension data reports and special and alternative education programs, except for 
gifted programs.

Ontario’s curriculum, class lessons and teachings do not reflect the lived experiences or wealth 
of contributions of Black Canadians. Nor does it adequately represent the diversity of the Black 
experience in Canada, which we also see in the lack of Black educators. According to the 2016 
census, only 1.8% of the teaching population was Black. Black students enter a system daily where 
they are not represented and where they often face targeting, anti-Black racism and a disparate 
experience.

The Student and Family Advocate Community of Practice is designed to offer support and resources 
to organizations as they aid Black families and students. We are a collective of 17 organizations who 
share and exchange best practices and processes to ensure that Black families and students receive 
the culturally sensitive solutions to systemic barriers in education.

Student and Family advocates attend meetings, provide advice, and connect with school boards 
or community groups to aid in eliminating anti-Black racism. SFAs express the unique needs and 
challenges African-Canadian families face as a neutral third party. The priority of each SFA is to 
ensure a reasonable, equitable and practical resolve is established.

Systems Navigation is not new to Parents of Black Children; we have informally supported each 
other, advocated on behalf of our children and stood shoulder to shoulder, demanding justice and 
change for generations.   Based on this legacy and the formalized education system navigation 
process from Parents of Black Children, the Student and Family Advocate (SFA) was created to 
support Black families, recreating a network of villages.

This report will be a year review of the Student and Family Advocate Community of Practice. The 
last year has been an opportunity for the community of practice to build, find its feet and create a 
community of support for organizations to engage in the work. 

***ALL OF THE SFA groups levels of organizational capacity and growth, some of which existed for 
decades, others are very new grassroots organizations, many without even a Board of Directors. 
Moreover, each SFA organization is funded to provide a different program, meaning that a collective 
approach to advocating on behalf of students and families can be challenging. 

HOW WE STARTED 
The Student and Family Advocate Community of practice brings 17 organizations together to support 
Black families and youth across the province in navigating the education and adjacent systems. 

 As leads for this practice, PoBC anchors the work in Critical Race Theory and the understanding that 
systems are not neutral and that systemic change is paramount and central to any work undertaken 
within Black communities. 

APRIL 2021- JULY 2021 - Project Planning and Development 

Funding for the program began in April 2021. This period focused on building the framework for the 
community of practice. A part-time Project Manager, Navigation Coach, Project Coordinator, and 
administration/financial support have been hired to support the initiative. In addition to hiring, this 
period also focused on building implementation plans and creating automated channels for navigation 
coaching.  

AUGUST 2021- OCTOBER 2021 - Launch and Service Delivery 

The SFA CoP meets Bi-Monthly to discuss upcoming meetings and programming with the community. 
The first SFA COP meeting took place on August 25th, 2021.  

In August, the SFA Community of Practice was officially launched. All SFA organizations were 
invited to an orientation and introductory workshop on system navigation for the Student and 
Family Advocate program on August 25th, 2021. The following organizations were in attendance: 
Britannia Woods Community House, Centre for Resilience and Social Development, Delta Family, 
Empowerment Squared, For Youth Initiative, Markham African Caribbean Canadian Association, 
Midaynta, Parents of Black Children, Roots Community Services, Side by Side Family Centre, Urban 
Rez Solutions, and Women’s Health in Women’s Hand Community Health Centre.

During this meeting, all members expressed their excitement and contentment with the launching 
of the program and their initial review of the launching materials. Critiques and further revisions to 
program materials were implemented to meet the approval of all SFA’s. The SFA COP established 
dates and times for SFA Information Session shortly after our orientation and introductory meeting.

Each SFA Information Session provided an overview of the SFA program, expressing the need 
for student and family advocates, how the program, when an SFA should be contacted and our 
process map. One or two SFA organization(s) presented to provide a detailed overview of their SFA 
process unique to their organization. The platform was also opened to allow room for attendees and 
participants to ask questions and have discussions. 

In September 2021, the SFA COP officially launched with a website and a community launch event at 
Queens Park.

The SFA program is  ‘Systems Navigation’ by another name. We are a village for our Black families 
and children. No matter what type of support our Black families and students need, we stand beside 
them as they engage with their child’s school.  

WE ARE STRONGER TOGETHER...
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Analyzing power
 

Our job is to identify and unpack systems of 
oppression that have shaped school boards and 
education policies and practices, including white 

supremacy, colonialism, and anti-Blackness.

Listening
 

Our job is to prioritize the voices of Black parents 
and children, elders, LGBTQ2SQ+, and members of 
religious minority groups, through their own words. 
We support non-Black parents of Black children, but 

first, they must recognize their own privilege.

Appreciation & gratitude
 

Our job is to appreciate and respect all intersections 
of Blackness. Through appreciating all facets of 
the Black experience, we will reach our goal of 

dismantling white supremacy and creating equitable 
environments for all Black children.

Transparency and accountability 
 

Our job is to operate transparently and be 
accountable to Black parents by providing 

community members with detailed information about 
PoBC, our processes, leadership, and outcomes.

OUR GOAL, VISION AND MISSION
 
The goals of Student and Family Advocates are to:

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As Student and Family Advocates who work toward the common goals of creating 
sustainable, systemic, and transformational change in Ontario’s education systems, we are 
grounded in principles based on anti-Black racism analysis, including :

We are recreating the village of support for families. As SFAs, we also acknowledge, understand, 
and address Anti-Black Racism and its impacts on Black families and students through advocacy, 
accountability and action for transformational change. We are Black advocates who understand the 
way the education system impacts Black/African, African Caribbean, African Canadian, Afro-Latinx 
families. Student and family advocates are easily accessible, located in Black-led agencies and 
organizations across Ontario and available to help the Black community.
We stand beside Black families and students, attending meetings, assisting in drafting letters, and 
ensuring accountability for our Black children and families as they interact within the school system.

PROGRAM MARKETING AND OUTREACH

Be the voice of all parents of Black children so no parent has to fight alone for a just, 
safe, and equitable education for their child.
  
Work to eliminate anti-Black racism and the oppression of Black students at school and 
interconnected systems.
  
To advocate and ensure school boards collect rigorous disaggregated race-based 
data.
  
Open a continued dialogue with school boards, independent and private schools about 
anti-oppressive practices, culturally responsive pedagogy, and anti-Black racism within 
their schools and connected systems.
 
Increase the knowledge of parents of Black children and Black students to advocate for 
change within the education and related systems to help facilitate their success.

• Letter (signed by all 17 SFA organizations) sent to DOE, School board 
staff, and Child Welfare EDs. Includes invitation to SFA Introductory 
Presentations.

• Request for Schools to hand out flyers for SFA

Stakeholder Presentation Meetings: What is the SFA Program, 
How we work, who we are, What to expect, what we expect etc.
• Meeting with Executive Directors, along with Senior 

members.
• Meeting with Humans Rights and Equity Advisors
• Meeting with Trustees
• Meeting with Unions
• Meeting with Child Welfare Agencies

• SFA Website
• Joint Social Media Messages- to be posted simultaneously 

(planned social media calendar)
• Designed social media assets
• SFA Promotional Video - 1 min
• SFA promotional social clips 15-20 sec

• Press Release issued
• JOINT press conference held (at Ministry of Education 

offices) representatives from all organizations in attendance, 
standing together (masked). Joint statement read

• Media Interviews coordinated

Step 1: LETTER

Step 2: SHARE

Step 3: MARKETING

Step 4:  MEDIA MARKETING
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`SFA PROCESS MAP
***This process is based on PoBC’s process map, please note the Education System Navigation may 
differ for other organizations

a. Families complete an intake form
b. Electronic consent obtained (Commitment to respond within 

three business days)

a. Telephone, video or in-person meeting arranged with the family
b. SFA reviews guidelines and commitment to accountability
c. Consent forms sent and signed

5

4

3

2

a. Letter drafted on behalf of parents and sent to school/or school board 
requesting a meeting

b. Follow-up plan identified
c. Referrals for mental health or additional support are made as required

1

a. Case reviewed with SFA team and recommendations made

a. Reporting and referral take place, i.e. educators reported to the Ontario 
College of Teachers (OCT), etc. 

b. Evaluation is sent to the family to complete

HOW WE WORK

Intake 

Contact 

Engagement  

Review  

Accountability

After identifying the areas of anti-Black racism, we contact the caregivers and
service providers responsible such as schools, school boards, Children’s Aid
Societies (CAS), Ontario College of Teachers (OCT), Early Childhood Education
(ECE), Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario, Educational Ombudsman of Ontario,
Office of the Independent Police Review Directors, and any other required
organization.

We draft a letter on behalf of the student, parent or family and send it to the 
school/
school board requesting a meeting as soon as possible. Due to the levels of
vulnerability, harm and trauma involved within the education system, we treat 
each case as an emergency.
• All service providers and education stakeholders must treat all cases of anti-

Black racism as an emergency.

We identify follow-up plans and establish what is necessary to provide sustainable
resolutions for Black students and families. Whenever we make a demand, we
focus on ensuring a client-focused approach while emphasizing the need to have
procedures and tools to combat anti-Black racism. This includes inquiring about
the existence of racism reporting tools for schools, school boards, and adjacent
systems.

• We ask if any team leads or staff has reported this or any other specific 
incidences of racism and if the tool is only for internal reporting or if members 
of the community can use it outside of the school.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3
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Organizational longevity runs from 1 year to 36 years

NEEDS ASSESSMENT RESULTS 

As we begin our work as a community, ensuring that our meetings and collaborations work to
enhance the initiatives of all organizations involved in the SFA COP is critically essential.
In order to ensure we are tailoring the SFA COP to meet the needs of all those involved, we began 
our community building with a Needs Assessment. We have been able to tailor workshops, develop 
sub-committees, and build navigation support through the information obtained. 
The completion rate for the Needs Assessment was 13 out of the 16 SFA organizations (excluding 
PoBC).

The needs assessment was sent out at the beginning of October, with submissions finalized and 
reviewed by November. Results from the needs assessment confirmed the diversity of the organi-
zations that are a part of the SFA COP. Some organizations have been operating for over 20 years, 
while others are new grassroots organizations. Some organizations have the capacity and the staff to 
support the workload of their SFA program, while others do not. Moreover, each SFA organization is 
funded to provide a different program, predicting that a collective approach to advocating on behalf of 
students and families and collecting data from our advocacy efforts would be challenging.

OUR FINDINGS 

Based on the needs assessment, we have delivered 2 out of the workshops to meet the top 
organizational capacity-building needs of the COP. We have created space for SFA’s to collaborate 
with other SFA organizations based on their location and regions. The SFA COP continues to 
collaborate and develop marketing materials through the outreach committee (to be discussed later 
in the report). To accommodate all of the SFA’s preferences regarding the SFA Conference style, the 
SFA COP will be hosting a hybrid (in-person and virtual) conference.

1 out of 13 
organizations reported 

inadequate services and 
support with SFA workload

Only 10 
organizations disclosed 
their history in assisting 

families with system 
navigation

Over half  
of the organizations who 

completed the needs 
assessment reported prior 

experience with system 
navigation within the 

education system

46% 
of SFA’s reported providing 

criminal justice system 
support to families

27%  
reported system navigation 

experience within the 
criminal system

19%  
reported system navigation 
experience within corporate 
and organizational systems

92%
of SFA’s reported providing 

education system 
navigation support to 

families

Only 18%
would support an in-person 

only conference

90%
support continuing to create 
shared marketing materials 

going forward

The top 3 
organizational capacity building needs 

amongst the SFA COP

• Supporting Black Families to Navigate the Justice System
• Grant Writing
• Challenges Facing Black Organizations (Racism, 

discrimination, and lack of financial support)

80%
of SFA’s found the joint 

marketing materials useful
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SUBCOMMITTEES
During our SFA COP Bi-monthly meetings, it was identified that the work of supporting Black families 
might require a more detailed approach. Due to this, the following subcommittees were developed to 
ensure the effectiveness of each individual SFA and the collective efficacy of the SFA COP.

COLLABORATING VIRTUALLY SUCCESSFULLY: BASECAMP ONLINE 
COLLABORATION TOOL 

Collaboration takes place through an online platform called “BaseCamp” within the SFA 
Community of Practice. 

During the public launching of the SFA program, several navigation resources were 
shared with the SFA organizations. 

Process maps, intake forms, and consent forms were made readily available for all 
SFA’s through BaseCamp.

Each SFA Subcommittee has their own team boards where they are able to collaborate 
and conversate in real-time.

Basecamp has allowed SFAs to remain connected and accessible to all SFAs and host 
organizations. 

The company Designed by Ax was hired to design the one-pager resources and flyers 
for the SFA program to share with the public. 

Basecamp allows each SFA to send quick messages, share assignments, and update 
activities in real-time. Collectively Basecamp also allows organizations to access 
resources, convey opinions and participate in weekly check-ins. Basecamp is also used 
to make collaborative decisions. 

Materials are posted for feedback, and conversation is encouraged. Voting on finalized 
approaches and documents also takes place in Basecamp to ensure that majority 
consensus decisions are made. 

To date, we have over 40 participants on BaseCamp and over 20 message boards 
where SFA’s are able to hold conversations amongst each other with over 50 files of 
shared resources, strategies and procedures.

 In recognizing all of the SFA groups’ levels of organizational capacity and growth, some 
organizations have existed for decades, and others are very new grassroots organizations, 
many without even a Board of Directors. Moreover, each SFA organization is funded to 
provide a different program, meaning that a collective approach to advocating on behalf 
of students and families can be challenging. The centralized-intake committee aims to 
develop a plan that allows each SFA to provide service to their respective communities 
based on location, resources, and availability. 

During our SFA COP Bi-monthly meetings, it was identified that the work of supporting 
Black families and tackling instances of anti-Black racism as well as navigating the system 
could be draining and impactful for the mental health of advocates. The SFA committee 
aims to provide a space and to set to share challenges and strategies for navigation and 
advocacy. This committee will also serve as an advisory committee to aid the community of 
practice in delivering support throughout the year and as their needs change.

3

2

Outreach is another area where many SFA’s have noted a need for support. Some SFAs 
have identified that reaching hard-to-reach or more disenfranchised members of the Black 
community is critical if the SFA program is to truly provide the support that is needed to the 
Black community. Newcomers to Canada have been identified as a hard-to-reach group, 
for example. The outreach committee focuses on community engagement, marketing, and 
networking. This committee focuses explicitly on spreading awareness of the SFA program 
and gaining the confidence of Black communities. This team drafts ideas and concepts 
of how to best engage the community to present to the greater SFA COP community for 
approval.

1 Centralized-intake committee 

SFA committee  

Outreach committee  
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BI-MONTHLY MEETINGS - SNAPSHOT
To date, we have held 5 SFA COP meetings. The meetings are bi-monthly (occurring every two 
months) 

MEETING 1: August 25th, 2021 
NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN ATTENDANCE: 32 
AGENDA TOPICS: 
PoBC Overview and Community of Practice Overview 
SFA Launch Strategies 
NEXT STEPS: 
Share Meeting Materials and Resources, Establish SFA COP Meeting Schedule, Collect Feedback on 
Website and Marketing Plan from SFA Organizations, Set up SFA Organizations on BaseCamp 

MEETING 2: October 7th, 2021 
NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN ATTENDANCE: 32 
AGENDA TOPICS:  
Group Agreements, How we will operate as a Community of Practice, Standardized Process for 
SFA’s, Establishing Sub Committees, Delta Family provided an overview of the SFA Program within 
their Organization Presentation, NABC presentation on Transformational Change and Building 
Capacity within Community of Practice 
NEXT STEPS: 
SFA’s Sign-up for Sub-committees of their choice, Setting up each Initial Sub-committee, Reminder of 
Needs Assessment Completion, Consensus on engaging NABC’s Theory of Change 

MEETING 3: November 25th, 2021 
NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN ATTENDANCE: 22 
AGENDA TOPICS: 
Breakdown of Needs Assessment, Findings and Results
Next Steps/ Action Items, Updates, Action Items, Goals as a committee, Goals for SFA CoP, 
Introduction Theory of Change, Theory of Change Process
NEXT STEPS: 
Rite of Passage Orientation - January 31st, 2022, at 4 pm
Final Report Data Collection - Due March 4th, 2022
Next SFA Meeting - March 31st, 2022
SFA Conference - April 20th, 2022
Grant Writing Workshop - TBA
Theory of Change Work - TBD
Committees Continue to Meet
Navigation Coaching with Charline Continues

MEETING 4: January 27th, 2021 
NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN ATTENDANCE: 32 
AGENDA TOPICS: 
BLAC Introductory Meeting, Services and Supports available through BLAC, BLAC’s Links to Justice 
Project, SFA’s Group Share Mandates with BLAC, Youth Break Barriers to Employment | UNA-
Canada, Innovative youth employment programme, Aims to stimulate the Ontario economy by training 
youth aged 15-30 (inclusive), Helping youth find quality employment placement
NEXT STEPS: 
Rite of Passage Orientation - January 31st, 2022, at 4 pm, Final Report Data Collection, Next SFA 
Meeting - March 31st, 2022, SFA Conference - April 20th, 2022, Grant Writing Workshop, Theory of 
Change Work, Committees Continue to Meet Navigation Coaching with Charline Continues

MEETING 5: March 31st, 2021 
NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN ATTENDANCE: 32 
AGENDA TOPICS: 
SFA COP Updates, Delta’s Workshop: How to Find Grants or Get Funds for My Organization/ Activity 
NEXT STEPS: 
Final Report Data Collection, SFA Conference - April 20th, 2022, Theory of Change Work, 
Committees Continue to Meet Navigation Coaching with Charline Continues
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SFA COP WORKSHOPS
In year one, six workshops were delivered to the SFA COP. Parents of Black Children (PoBC) 
delivered two workshops and Delta Family Resource Centre delivered four workshops.  

PARENTS OF BLACK CHILDREN WORKSHOPS 

1. INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEMS NAVIGATION 
DATE: August 25th, 2021
ATTENDANCE: 32 
FEEDBACK: Each SFA Organization will use the resources provided as a foundational resource. 
However, each SFA organization will operate as they deem fit. 

2.  NAVIGATING FOR THE NAVIGATOR
DATE: November 4th, 2021
ATTENDANCE: 27 
FEEDBACK: PoBC to share examples of Navigation Letters and Subcommittees to focus on ways to 
make the SFA Program unified

DELTA FAMILY RESOURCE CENTRE WORKSHOPS
1. SUPPORTING BLACK FAMILIES TO NAVIGATE THE JUSTICE SYSTEM
DATE: December 8th, 2021
ATTENDANCE: 29
FEEDBACK: Delta Family Resource Centre shared methods and strategies to best serve Black 
families who have to navigate the justice system. 

2. HOW TO FIND GRANTS OR GET FUNDS FOR MY ORGANIZATION/ ACTIVITY
DATE: March 31st, 2021
ATTENDANCE: 15
FEEDBACK: Delta Family Resource Centre shared methods and strategies to best serve Black 
families by accessing additional resources and financial support. The expectation was that this 
meeting would best serve the SFA’s financial team more than the SFA’s, so the information was made 
available to each SFA’s Organization.

DELTA FAMILY RESOURCE CENTRE RITE OF PASSAGE  
Desired Outcomes
• Build connection between cultural identity and the SFAs
• The creation of a matrix, stimulating a safe place for SFA’s to congregate 
• Creation of Africentric lens to encourage SFA’s to see themselves through our ancestry, our 

communities, and our work 
• Developing a new understanding of who they are in relation to the community
• Grounding SFA’s in African identity, values, 
• Importance of community – matrix, cohort that forms family, coming in as individuals, leaving as a 

family

Process:
The proposed rites process will consist of an orientation, nine bi-weekly sessions and an initiation 
ceremony. The sessions will cover a variety of topics such as our history, exploring Black/Afrikan 
identity, Mental Health and Well-being, a Naming ceremony and a group project. The booklet shared 
with all agencies provides a comprehensive overview of the process.

3. RITE OF PASSAGE - ORIENTATION
DATE: January 31st, 2021
ATTENDANCE: 17
FEEDBACK: Delta Family Resource Centre shared methods and strategies of the Rite of Passage 
with SFA’s who will choose to participate in the program. The expectation was that this meeting would 
best serve as an introduction to the Rite of Passage process for each organization.

4. RITE OF PASSAGE – STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF AFRICENTRIC AWARENESS
DATE: March 31st, 2021
ATTENDANCE: 12
FEEDBACK: Delta Family Resource Centre introduced the different stages of Africentric awareness: 
Pre-encounter, Encounter, Immersion, and Internalization.  This session was an interactive, virtual 
exploration of the stages of awareness of Black identity.
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We got to work with newcomer parents from Ghana whose child was being bullied by the 
teacher in a TDSB school. He was being policed in the classroom, frequently made to sit 
apart from the group, reprimanded for engaging in play as actively as his peers, e.g. at 
recess, a group of his peers hit him and each other with foam hands; this was fine.

When he got a foam hand to hit back, he was immediately put in timeout for being violent. 
At the time the parents were referred to us, they had made the decision to move him to a 
private school. Through our informing them about their rights and facilitating meetings with 
the teacher and principal, the situation began to ease off so that the boy started having 
a more positive experience. The school no longer sent daily negative reports with a long 
list of purported infractions. A series of meetings were held during which the teacher was 
“helped” to recognize the policing that was going on, the parents had opportunities to 
discuss their cultural perspectives, and the group agreed on a set of expectations for a 
positive experience. We are no longer involved with the family and school as the child is 
now having a daily experience similar to his peers.

As a result of challenges recruiting families, we established Virtual Learning Tables (like 
lunch and learns but done at various times/weekends). During one Virtual Learning Table, 
the president of a cultural association broke down, describing what he only just realized 
was streaming, which led to his now 25-year-old daughter’s lower outcome compared 
to her peers, which makes her very unhappy in her life. He is now a powerful advocate, 
informing families in the community about the program and using his story to convince 
reluctant newcomers who are afraid of upsetting the school. Our intake has grown in 2022, 
partly due to his testimonials.

Recently a family had been struggling to overturn the school’s decision to exclude their 
4-year-old son. Their goal was to get him back into school, not realizing that their child 
had suffered extreme and significant ongoing abuse and oppression based on race hate. 
During our intake with the parent, as she was informed of the anti-Black racist-based abuse 
of power by the school, she made the decision to move her children to another school 
board and to fight for redress. ECDI’s invitation of PoBC partnership on the case resulted 
in the achievement of positive strides for other Black children. For example, the Minister 
of Education has announced that no Ontario school can call the police on a 4-year-old. In 
addition, and this is a MAJOR success, our families and community leaders who typically 
deny the existence of racism, blame the child/family, and walk in fear of upsetting the 
school are coming forward to share their experiences in the new light of understanding. 
This is a win!
Youth enjoy workshops that offer tangible and transferable skills, such as Black Table Talk, 
which offers youth a safe space to share their challenges and high points of their lives. 

SUCCESS AND CHALLENGES FROM THE SFA COP ORGANIZATIONS
(each box are separate stories shared by different organizations)

Workshops (Varying topics “Anti-Black racism and its impact on Black students”, “Preparing 
for Parent-teacher interviews,” “Nutrition and wellness”) : provided a space to share 
information, strategies and resources for caregivers and students in the community, as well 
as an opportunity to engage in meaningful dialogue/ and the opportunity to share current 
school experiences and express areas of need.

Caregivers in the program expressed a need for quality 1:1 tutoring support. When 
looking to refer clients most programs came with a long waitlist for these services, lack of 
response when reaching out, or clients were displeased with the quality of effectiveness 
of the tutoring. A strategy to overcome a lack of quality tutoring services was to create and 
research possibly implementing tutoring program for SFA clients. Currently we are working 
to establish a tutoring program
for clients in order to support the academic success and attainment of Black

Caregiver was called about school incident where child was targeted by administration in
school for being a potential school threat. Child was emotionally distressed from school
encounter. Mom later found out they confused her children who are 2 years apart when
informing her about the incident. Because of the school’s inability to recognize the
difference between children she has requested access to their Ontario Student Record to 
ensure their student records are reflective of each child. Caregiver also had a good
conversation with child about what happened and racial bias.

Delta Family Resource Centre

Early Childhood Development Initiative
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Advocacy with a youth and teacher. There was a situation regarding the dismissal of 
ideas from youth by teachers for Black History Month. The idea was heard, validated and 
implemented.

One of the challenges encountered was waiting for school personnel to share information to 
students and families about HM Youth Foundation SFA roles and our two youth discussion 
programs; Youth Table Talks and Black Students for Success. However, we have been 
able to build our resources through connecting with key school personnel, signing an MOU 
creating an internal Board of Ed pathway for SFA referrals in the Region of Peel.

Advocacy with a youth for Anti Black racism with a teacher making an inappropriate 
comment. The teacher was defensive initially and then apologized for the impact and harm.

Advocacy with a youth with another youth regarding Anti Black racism, bullying and sexual 
identity. The issue was addressed to the youth’s satisfaction.

Building awareness of the SFA Program and HMYF Through word-of-mouth, one youth 
spoke to another youth to use our SFA service. Also, through word of mouth, we were able 
to register youth in the Youth Table Talk (YTT) program.

During the Holidays, MACCA received some toys from some of their Local Community 
Partners for Low-Income Families. We wanted to provide more than just toys for the 
children, so we donated some grocery gift cards, and one of our Community Partners also 
provided as Hot meal with various choices, dessert, and a Beverage. One of our Families, 
a Single Parent, contacted us and informed us that she was so grateful and thankful for 
what we provided as she needed it. She also mentioned that she didn’t know much about 
our association until she received the Information via email and it was posted on our 
Website. This parent is now very interested in informing other parents and families within 
her neighbourhood about our Program/s that we have SFA representatives, YSSI (Youth 
School Success Initiative) geared to 4-12years and 13-19years, Scholarship Program, 
Summer Program, Seniors Program, Counseling Mental Health, and a Mentorship 
Program.

Recently, I mentioned briefly to a Single Mom who expressed that she needed some extra 
support for one of her children, especially academically. I informed her about MACCA 
& how one of their goals is Strengthening Families. She inquired about the location, 
mentioning that she resides in North York; she doesn’t reside within the Markham area. 
I informed her that we could accommodate her; she gravitated to the program and has 
registered her child/ren for the upcoming YSSI Program (Youth School Success Initiative) 
and for the Summer Program. This family said, because of the lack of the resources within 
the Black community, she prefers for her children to be involved despite the location & 
distance.

Youth mentioned that they appreciate having SFA staff as a sounding board for their issues.

Hosting virtual workshops has presented itself as a challenge when serving Black youth. 
A large majority of our youth do not have a home environment where they are able to 
participate in virtual programs because of noise levels or technology concerns or due to 
the fact that youth are working part-time jobs after school. As such, it has presented a 
barrier in the amount of youth we’re able to connect with at one time. As a way to address 
these challenges, we have created a youth advisory committee where we encourage youth 
participants to provide their knowledge and expertise to help us create programming that 
is engaging, accessible, and relevant to their needs. This is a youth-led opportunity with 
the hope to equip youth with the leadership experience that they can leverage on their 
post-secondary applications and resumes, as well as giving them the opportunity to create 
programs in the community. We are hoping that through this initiative, we will have more 
insight into the systemic barriers youth are currently faced with and will collaborate on a 
program to equip youth with the skills to combat those barriers.

Our SFA team hosts a program that runs on a weekly basis at a local TDSB high school, 
George Harvey Collegiate. Our program is called Black Table Talk and was created to 
spark culturally driven discussions among Black youth. Our conversations are rooted 
in supporting Black youth with systems navigation and exploring themes around 
understanding high school, self-advocacy, building healthy relationships and combating 
anti-black racism at school. These mentorship workshops have enhanced our SFA teams 
understanding of the needs of the youth we serve based on the depth of the intelligence 
and communication of the youth skills. As such, these workshops have provided us with 
more insight into the resources and supports Black youth in the community truly need. 
Moreover, it is during these sessions that we learn about youth’s daily interactions with their 
teachers and classmates and are able to provide advice on how to navigate the education 
system. Specifically, we’ve been able to identify systemic tools used to streamline students 
and were able to Intervene by supporting youth goals and encouraging youth to explore 
post-secondary options.

For Youth Initiative

HM Youth Foundation

Markham African Caribbean Canadian Association
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Many of the families that SFA supports did not have an understanding of navigating the 
education system due to the language barrier. When a family contacts us, they go through 
a history of abuse in the hands of schools and years of built trauma. Sometimes the needs 
of the student and the needs of the family are different, and the majority of the time, parents 
need one-on-one counseling support because of what they have been through. They 
need someone to unpack the experience with them that can help them understand that it 
was not their fault and that it is the system which is to blame. In one particular case, the 
mother felt that the school was being racist to her son, and they did not want to take the 
right protocol to support him. Son was being bullied online/in person, and mom brought the 
issue to school. The school spoke to the children and told the mother that the situation was 
handled. A few days later, the bullying continued online, and the mom asked the school 
if she could speak to the students’ parents. At this point, her son, a straight-A student, 
missed two weeks of school and his grades started to suffer. The concerned mom reached 
out, wanting the school to set up a meeting with her and the other student’s parents to 
find a solution to this issue. When SFA contacted the school, they mentioned that the 
parents did not want to have a sit-down and would handle the situation on their own. SFA 
booked a meeting with mom, and one of the strategies that were used that worked well 
was explaining to her the protocol as well as the other family’s right to privacy in handling 
the matter. Mom just needed someone to help her son get back to school and stop the 
bullying in class. If a parent does not understand the school administrator, they feel scared, 
helpless, and vulnerable. SFA addressed the mothers’ concerns through the one-on-one 
session and spoke to the son. After a one-on-one session with the son, he was able to go 
back to school and was doing much better socially as well. At that moment, they needed 
someone to validate their feelings, speak with the son and provide him with tools to support 
him in school.

A parent reached out regarding her six-year-old daughter, who got pulled out of class to 
calm down her four-year-old brother, who teachers and administrators could not calm 
down. After the incident, the teacher spoke to the daughter about the son’s behaviour and 
mentioned the situation at home. The teacher called Children’s Aid Society on the family. 
Concerned, confused, and frustrated, mom reached out to connect with SFA for support. 
After scheduling a meeting with CAS, and the family, we were able to see that the teacher 
was discriminating against the family and that her claim was baseless. CAS wanted to 
join the meeting with the school to figure out why they thought they needed to make the 
call. After scheduling a meeting with the principal, unfortunately, the situation escalated. 
The principal described the four-year-old child as unsafe and a danger to students/staff. 
Mother had a panic attack in the middle of the meeting and could not continue the meeting. 
Mother was not made aware of the seriousness of the child’s behaviour until a week before 
CAS was called. After the mother was able to calm down, she told SFA that she no longer 
wanted her kids to go to that school. The unexpected results of the case were that after 
the meeting ended, the Children’s Aid worker wanted to speak to the supervisor about the 
school behaviour during the meeting. Mom also mentioned that there were five other Black 
families that were complaining about the administration and teacher behaviour towards 
them and their children. This case is still ongoing and has the potential to be raised to the 
board and later the public to be made aware of it.

While working with Families, a simple yet very effective strategy I have used is just being a 
sounding board for families. Often in my experiences, the families I have worked with feel 
like their stories are not being heard or validated. So What I attempt to do is try to listen 
more than speak, and allow for families to express what they need to in a space with no 
judgment.

While working in Durham Region, all of our calls have come from the public school board. 
Although my information has been distributed through the channels that are specifically 
targeted to families in the Catholic System. I have yet to have received a call or inquiry from 
the Catholic School Board Families.

Connecting with youth through community Centres in areas like Falstaff, Driftwood and 
Malvern through Youth outreach workers. Before the Christmas holidays, I reached out and 
arranged to run workshops in 6 community Centres. This strategy allowed our organization 
to connect with the youth who attend community programming through the City of Toronto.

I planned our first in-person workshop at the WHIWH facility but due to capacity policies 
implemented because of COVID-19, I had to figure out how I could have more participants. 
As a result, one of our guest speakers opted to present through zoom and the other two 
speakers came at their assigned time and left right away, allowing more participants to 
attend the workshop.

Two of my participants expressed their love for the program’s exclusivity of being for only 
black women because they grew up in a predominantly white town and school, so our 
programs discussions, support, empowerment, and relatability are not only refreshing 
but allowing them to have an outlet outside of school that supports their realities faced in 
school.

Midaynta Community Services
Side By Side Family Centre

Women’s Health in Women’s Hand’s
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SYSTEMS NAVIGATION COACHING DATA
Our Systems Navigation initiative is designed to stand beside parents as they navigate the education 
system. We learned from organizations such as Cancer Care Ontario, now part of Ontario Health, 
and the Ontario Association of Children’s Aid Societies (OACAS) community-based initiative, One 
Vision One Voice. We leaned on their best practices and processes to ensure that Black families and 
their children can access specialized, formalized education Systems Navigators who are culturally 
sensitive and who understand the barriers.
Black children are faced with. When families contact PoBC about issues related to their child’s 
education, our Systems Navigators provide support as they interact with their child’s school and 
school board administrators.

The navigators attend meetings, provide advice, and make connections with school boards or 
community groups to help eliminate barriers and act as a neutral third party to help express the 
unique needs and challenges faced by African-Canadian families in the education system.
We are not the first to support Black families navigating the education system. Black community 
members and groups have provided this support for decades. However, the PoBC’s Systems 
Navigation program was the first formalized program of its kind in Ontario. In early 2021, the 
provincial government announced the launch of 17 Student and Family Advocate programs (SFAs) 
modeled after Parents of Black Children’s System Navigation program, with PoBC leading the SFA 
Community of Practice.

Independent studies have found that Black students face barriers in education. This is not simply our 
lived experience but data-driven proof that requires that school boards and the Ontario government 
make substantial changes to ensure that Black students receive the education and support they 
deserve. Teachers and parents in the Black community who participated in the ground-breaking 2017 
York University report Towards Race Equity in Education said that parents of Black children needed 
to be more engaged and observant to ensure their children had the same learning opportunities as 
others. For these reasons, a Black-led, Black-focused organization like Parents of Black Children was 
created to support Black family’s province-wide.

During the first year of the Student and Family Advocate, we have had six organizations reach out to 
Parents of Black Children for system navigation support. Since our launch in August, the SFA COP 
system navigation coach has offered the following services:
• Coaching 
• Collaboration (meeting Jointly with SFAs to Manage Cases)
• Case Referral (referring case to SFA-providing background support only)
• General Advice and Consultation support with a new case 
• Escalation Support (recommendations on next steps)
• General Advice and Consultation support with a case that is STALLED
• Process and program management support (intake forms, privacy, process flow)

On average, Parents of Black Children have provided over 300 hours of coaching, consultation and 
support to the SFA COP.

One of our cases had a primary-age black student with reduced hours of school. The 
parent reached out because she felt cornered in school meetings with 3 or 4 other 
educators speaking on their behalf. The school failed to provide adequate support and 
brought in an external agency support the child, but it ended up being more damaging 
and traumatizing to the parent and student. We found success in pointing out the biases 
and misuse of language displayed when speaking about the student. We brought in the 
Equity officer from HWDSB, who was able to assist in the school meetings. The worker 
from the external agency threatened to call the police and reported the parent to be unfit 
and included empowerment Squared for being “too empowered” in our efforts to ensure 
institutional accountability between schools and the “experts” they bring in as additional 
support. The Equity officer was able to back up our concerns and pushed to investigate 
the external agency as well as assist us in keeping the school accountable. Most of the 
educators we sat in school meetings with were not aware of the SFA program as well 
as our mandate. We ensured to educate them on the role and importance of our work to 
ensure there was a mutual understanding.

Empowerment Squared

Parents of Black Children

A former student had moved on to post-secondary school feeling violated and emotional 
abuse from the racism she felt and witnessed at her high school. The student tried for 
months to get results but was constantly “stonewalled” and denied justice. The student 
heard about the work PoBC is doing and decided to speak with current and former students 
from her previous high school where she experienced and witnessed many instances of 
anti-black racism and islamophobia. We worked with the students as they sought to get 
an inquiry into the racism and culturally insensitive nature of the school. After working 
together for several weeks, the students were able to get an investigation with the Human 
Rights and Equity officer. The officer found all the students claims to be of merit based on a 
balance of probabilities and the students will now have a full inquiry of the school.

After receiving a referral from a parent about their daughter’s poor school achievement and 
lack of school support over the last 4 years, PoBC was able to provide support for mom in 
advocating for her daughter’s academic needs. PoBC was able to call a joint meeting with 
mom and the school board where we found out the reason behind the students’ areas of 
need was because of disengagement from classroom materials and feeling unrepresented 
in learning materials. Through our advocacy we were able to have the school do an audit 
of cultural representation in the library and course curriculum. The school spent money 
to acquire culturally representative books and supported mom and daughter in paying for 
any culturally appropriate reading supports. PoBC was then able to connect mom and 
the school with YAAACE which is a culturally representative organization that focuses on 
culturally appropriate academic supports. 

Partnerships that help to provide resources for mental health supports, tutoring and 
transportation are always beneficial when working with black families and students in the 
education system. While these partnerships are critical, it is even more important that the 
services be provided from a culturally representative lived experience because it allows for 
more initial trust from clients and communication.
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SFA COP GOALS PROGRESS/DATA 
There is no centralized intake process which has crippled the SFA COP’s ability to convey real stories 
through data. The data below will not provide the precise results of the SFA program’s progress and 
the SFA COP impact on the organizations.

We have served over
300 students 
Of those students, over half of them identify as 

• African (113 students)

Serving populations who also identify as
• Afro-Indigenous (1 student)
• African Canadian (80 students)
• African Caribbean (33 students)
• African-LatinX (2 students)
• Bi-Racial (22 students)
• Black (78 students)
• White (5 students)
• South Asian (2 students)
• East/South Asian (3 students)

We have served over
200 parents/ families
Of those families, over half of them identify as

• African (129 parents/families)

Serving populations who identify as 
• Afro-Indigenous (2 parents/ families)
• African Canadian (23 parents//families)
• African Caribbean (26 parents/families)
• Bi-Racial (1 parent/family) 
• Black (55 parents/ families)
• Middle Eastern (11 parents/families)
• White (20 parents/families)
• South Asian (1 parent/family)
• East/South Asian (4 parents/families)

Of the cases we have received, 94 children 
reported having exceptionalities

• 64 children had an Independent Education Plan (IEP)

• 10 children had developmental delays

• 12 children had autism

• 13 children had ADHD

• 2 children had ODD (oppositional defiance disorder)

• 14 children had other exceptionalities that were not disclosed

Students and families were reported to 
have contacted an SFA for the following 
reasons

• Anti-Black racism (teacher) - 64
• Anti-Black Racism (administration - principals) - 55
• Anti-Black Racism (student) - 26
• Teacher racism -8
• Specialized programs (including special education, gifted 

education, French immersion, etc.) - 23
• Racist Bullying - 9
• Academic Streaming (i.e. applied vs academic/college vs 

university) - 35
• Suspension/ explosions - 37
• Lack of compliance with IEPs - 14

80%
of parents, families and students 

have already tried to raise concerns 
about their educational experience on 

their own before contacting an SFA
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Top 5 common themes and emerging trends 
across the SFA COP

*** Please note the data above is based on the Year-end submissions from the following 
organizations: HM Youth Foundation, Markham African Caribbean Canadian Association (MACCA), 
Delta Family Resource Centre, Empowerment Squared, Women’s Health in Women’s Hands, 
Midaynta Community Services, Parents of Black Children, Early Childhood Development Initiative 
(ECDI), For Youth Initiative, and Side By Side Family Centre.

Anti-Black Racism perpetrated by Teachers

Anti-Black Racism perpetrated by Students 

Academic Streaming (Academic vs. Applied)

Weaponizing of specialized programs (children being prohibited from gifted education or 
placed in remedial courses) 

Harsh school disciplinary actions towards Black Students and Families 

 ► To ensure language is not a barrier in our advocacy work for Black students and 
families we have contracted providers of French interpretation and translation 
services. SFA materials will be translated into French and made accessible to French 
speaking Black communities in Ontario.

 ► The contracted interpreters and translators will work with SFA organizations to 
provide interpretation services for French speaking African Canadian families. 

 ► Their supprtssupports will include but are not limited to: 
• attending meetings with System Navigators across the province who are providing 

advocacy support to familiess; 
• providing support, guidance and advice to French speaking African Canadian 

community members, working with 17 organizations across Ontario to provide 
interpretation services as necessary,

•  and providing reports on outcome and success of system navigation role in 
translated documents. 

3 French Language Services 

On average, families are reporting a 2.5 out of 5 
level of confidence in being able to navigate the 

educational system.

IDENTIFIED NEED FOR SUPPORT
Through feedback from SFA organizations the COP was able to obtain an additional 200,000 in 
funding to support areas of need within the COP. 

 ► An agreement has been entered into with Black Legal Action Centre to hire an 
education lawyer to work with Black advocacy organizations of the SFA COP and 
Black families as they navigate the education and justice system. 

 ► The Black Legal Action Centre (BLAC)  have signed an agreement to provide 
exemplary legal services, dedicated to Education law. 

 ► These legal services will support all 17 organizations participating in the Student and 
Family Advocate Community of Practice, allowing any student or family who needs 
the service to be able to access it .

 ►  BLAC will provide advice, brief services, and representation to Black students and 
families across the province. BLAC will also be actively involved in public legal 
education, law reform, and community development initiatives related to anti-Black 
racism in education.

 ► Counselling support for families and students have been recognized as an 
instrumental part of our work as SFAs and a community of practice.

 ► We recognize the importance detrimental effects of leaving families to navigate their 
hurt and trauma.

 ► Through this service we will be able to offer reparations to the family and their 
community. As a community, we have also identified the impact of vicarious trauma 
through the work done by SFAs. 

 ► The mental well-being of SFAs is greatly impacted by the stories of trauma and 
oppression through cases received by each organization. The mental health supports 
will provide SFA with therapeutic assistance both at an organizational and individual 
level- enabling them to continue to advocate for transformational change within the 
education and justice system. 

1

2

Legal Support Services

Mental Health Supports
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SFA CONFERENCE 
The theme of the conference was “Stronger Together,” and Nicholas Barham from Side by Side 
Family Centre was the master of the ceremony. The goal was to have an open discussion about the 
challenges and wins we have all experienced as SFA Systems Navigators.

The conference started with a Libation ceremony facilitated by Yensomu. Yensomu Youth and 
Community Development were co-created in 2005 by Nene Kafele to deliver Afrikan-centered Rites of 
Passage processes to support the holistic development of Afrikan peoples. Our vision is to help foster 
a community where Afrikan people are firmly rooted in their culture and values.

Attendees were then introduced to the SFA COP Host Organization - Parents of Black Children.
Kearie Daniel, the executive director, provided a background overview of PoBC and the work of the 
organization. 

Following that, we had the opportunity of facilitating discussion and hearing testimonials from an SFA 
and Student advocate who received support from the SFA program. 

The SFA COP program has supported many families this past year. Sabrina Teklab spoke as an 
SFA Systems Navigator from the Centre for Resilience & Social Development. She works with Black 
families and students to provide them with institutional support and advocacy to activate systemic 
change. Haweya Farah, a student that Sabrina supported through the SFA program, also spoke about 
her gratitude and appreciation for SFA systems navigation. We heard about Haweya’s experience 
with the SFA program and the challenges she and her family have encountered with the education 
system.

As a keynote speaker, Neil ‘Logik’ Donaldson shared some insight on his experiences and triumphs 
in working towards strengthening the Black community. A magnetic and empowering visionary leader, 
father, artist and author, Neil ‘Logik’ Donaldson continually showcases the value in watering the seeds 
of dreams and passion, nurturing them into gifts that foster growth, education, and healing within 
his community. Possessing over fifteen years in the realm of youth and community empowerment, 
alongside the facilitation of community dialogue and evolution, Donaldson is the founder of Stolen 
from Africa and Reason with Logik, two outlets rooted in artistic expression and knowledge of self, 
promoting tangible change. Established in 2004, initially piloted as a street apparel campaign, Stolen 
from Africa has evolved into a nationally incorporated, non-profit arts education organization focusing 
on cultural and historical awareness of the African Diaspora.

Towards the latter portion of the conference, all SFA’s were placed in breakout groups to discuss the 
way in which the SFA COP could be improved. Once everyone returned from their breakout groups, 
we discussed those suggestions together. 

We conducted our first end of year survey at the first SFA 
conference. The data showed the following:
*Please note the survey results are based on the submissions of 16 responses

100%
of SFA’s found the SFA 

COP Bi-Monthly meeting 
resourceful

17%
of the SFA’s believe 

breakout groups to discuss 
meeting topics

60%
of the respondents  found 
the coaching sessions with 

the Systems Navigator 
helpful. The remainder of 
the SFA’s could not speak 
to the helpfulness of the 

coaching sessions as they 
had not had the opportunity 
to participate in a coaching 

session due to their 
schedules and workload60%

of the SFA’s found the 
ability to advocate as a 

collective to be the greatest 
benefit of the SFA. Others 
voted the ability to share 
and exchange knowledge 
as a community, access 
to shared SFA resources 

and the systems navigation 
coaching to be beneficial 

Over 60%
would continue to support 
a Hybrid SFA Conference, 
while the remaining would 

support an in-person 
conference.

44%
of the SFA’s would like to 
see more collaborative 
work opportunities from 

meeting topics

38%
of the SFA’s would like to 

see more networking times 
incorporated in Bi-Monthly 

Meetings

The top 3 
voted for workshops for

the SFA COP 2022-2023 year was:

• Conflict Resolution
• Culturally Responsive Support for Black Families 
• Challenges Facing Black Organizations 
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WATCH OUR SFA CONFERENCE VIDEO: https://youtu.be/I21Hj8mGWsE

https://youtu.be/I21Hj8mGWsE


Parents of Black Children
info@parentsofblackchildren.org
www.parentsofblackchildren.org

@pobcadvocate
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